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3 Claims. .(Cl. 29-148) ‘ 
Thisinvention vrelatesnto a’ new and useful 

‘ . method for causing-sprayed metal to adhere to‘ 
metal surfaces. I 

In industrial practice a coating of metal is fre 
quently applied to a base of the same or other 

.4 metal by spraying.v For thisv purposethe'metal to 
be applied is melted and is projected as a spray ’ 
against the ‘surface to be covered. 'The applica 

example, be carried out to ‘protect the base against 
corrosion, to provide a surface of the desired oma 

' tion of sprayed metal in this manner may, for. - 

:10 

Fig.2-is a side view of a part‘of the construction 
‘shown ii'i'lf‘ig. -1;' I 1-]; ‘ ' 

' ‘ Fig.’ 3' is an enlarged edge view of a part‘ of 
the construction shown in‘Fig. 2; 
"Fig. j4 is‘ axperspectiveview of a block of‘ ‘motor 

‘which has been'subjected to the'?rst step’of my 
method; I " j , ' ‘ ‘ ' 

has been ‘subjected to the ?rststep of my method; 
Fig.‘ 6'i's asection“ thi‘ougl'rthe construction ‘ ‘ 

" , shown in Fig. 5 on the plane indicated by 6—-6; ‘ 
mental or ‘bearing characteristics, or to build up 5 
worn machine parts. In practice adhesion, be 
tween‘ the base and the sprayedmetal is obtained ‘ 

‘A by preliminarily'grit-blasting the metal surface. - 
In accordance with my method a higher and more" 
satisfactory adhesion is obtained without resort 
togrlt-blasting. ‘ ; “ > 

. In carrying out the method of my invention the 
roughem'ng of a given metal ibas‘eto be sprayed 

7 upon is obtained by running thereon a ' plurality 
' of circular rowsof teeth, the teeth of atleast' 
some of said rows being out of line with respect to 
the teeth of other rows until the‘' desired degree 

> of roughness ,is obtained. Thethusly roughened 
surface does not show a succession of holes correé 
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Fig.1"; is a section perpendicular to the grooves ~ > 
through-part of either the construction shown in‘ 

'_ Fig.‘ 4 or iii-Fig. 5; or I ‘ ~ 
' ‘Fig.'8is a corresponding section which has re- ‘ i 

., ceived the ?nal'step of preparatory treatment in , 
accordance with myinvention. ‘ ‘ . v 

The‘instrument or tool utilized in' the practice 
vof my methodfcomprises-(Fig. 1) .a' group '1 or‘ 
steel discs carried by spool 2 held by nut .I 
‘and lock-nut 4 in‘contact'with the spool and with 

' one "another. Spool 2 and disc assembly VI are 
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‘spending to the form of the'teeth' since the teeth " 
do not track or mesh in the surface ofitheywork 
but, on the contrary, come down at random and in ' 
such a way that the surface betweenthe teeth " 

, marks ?rst formed is splayed and peaned by sub 
sequent impacts with'the teeth to form‘ minute f ‘Y 

‘ vcavities with overhanging outer edges. The base' . ‘ 
. to be sprayed upon is preferably secured in an ' 
appropriate metal working machine, such as a 
lathe or planer, depending upon the geometric 
formv of the base. While the tool containing the 
circular rows of teeth as, for example, the tool 
hereinafter described in detail, is secured inv the 
'tool holder of the machine and runs upon the sur-v 
face of the base to be covered. ~ 1 
A suitable instrument that may be utilized in 

the practice of my method is, for instance, the 
one described and claimed in'my co-pending ap 
plication, Serial No. 221,650, ?led July 27, 1938 

' (continued as Serial No. 366,957, ?led Nov. 25, 
1940), of which the instant application is a 
division. 7 

One illustrative embodiment of‘ an instrument 
or tool useful in accordance with the invention, 
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as well as certain aspects and embodiments of 
my invention will be exempli?ed in the following.‘ 
description read in conjunction with the drawing 
in WhlCh—-— ' 

Fig. l is a cross-section through the tool; 55 

carried‘ by ‘shaft. 5.. spooi 2 is secured between 
shoulder ?tintegral- with shaft 5' screw v7., By removing vscrew "I, spool I and disc ; ' 

assembly: 'Lmay be removed-from the shaft when . ' 
desired ‘and replaced by a‘ new spool and disc as- 3 " ' ' 
‘sembly, Shaft 5 'is' rotatably carried in'ball 
bearings l0 and~ I'l mounted‘in block 12 provided 

‘ with extension is. l'l'hisextension isof" such size‘ : 
' - and proportions that it may be inserted and se- ' 

cured in theordinary lathe tool post or similarly v ‘ 
mounted in‘ the tool holder of a machine tool 
such'as; a planer, shaper or boring mill.‘ Altema- ' v a, 
tivelyjs'pool 2, and disc'a'ssem-bly I- may be simi- , _ > 1 
larly' carried‘ on a vshafvtjprojecting beyond the 1' 
spool on either ,Side and each‘ end of this shaft 1 1' ‘a ' 
may be mounted ‘in a bearing'w‘hich bearing is I ' 

' carried by one tyne ofaxtwo-tyned fork forming 
a tool which"may be similarly manipulated by 
hand or secured‘ in a machine tool post. The con 
struction shown in Fig. 1 has, however, the ad- ‘ 
vantage ‘that if used on work which has apro- ‘ . 

jecting shoulder the disc assembly may be Worked 
closer to the shoulder than the alternative type in‘ I ‘g 
which the disc assembly; is carried between the . ‘ 
tynes of a forked handle.’ . ‘ 7 

Each of the discs 8 (Fig. 2') is provided with‘ 
teeth 9, which teeth in a preferred construction, 

_.-‘'run about eighteen to the inch. The edges of 
each'tooth de?ne'anangle of about 90° from the 
vertex‘ or point; The. teeth ‘of the assembleddiscs 
are not inialignment but are staggered ‘with re 
spect to one another. .This is illustrated in Fig. 
3 in which l5 designates the‘vertices of the teeth- ‘ 
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Fig. 5 is a side view‘of a cylindrical shape which I 
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discs; while I1 designates-the vertices and I! 
the valleys between the teeth of the other discs. 
As above pointed out,‘ when using the tool as 

described inzthe practice of my invention, it is of 

of a‘suitable metal working machine and'to run 
the same over the surface of the metal work 
piece to be treated. Thus, for example, the disc 
shown in Fig. 4 could! be treated in a machine 
with either a rotary or transitory motion between 
the tool and the work while the cylindrical shape 
shown in Figs. 5 and 6 wouldbe heat treated in 
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'7 and it the valleys between the teeth of alternate ' 

. advantage to secure the: same in the tool holder 7 

body of sprayed’metal which is locked ‘in each 
groove by the dove-tailing and further adheres 
to the roughened remainder of the original sur 
face to form a total bond or adhesion approach- ‘ 
ing the tensile strength of the sprayed metal 
itself. In so applyingthe sprayed metal the 
rounded contour of the bottom 25 of the grooving 

‘is of advantage since on the initial application 

110 
the sprayed metal sticks more readily in the 
groove than would be the case if the grooving 

- were formedtwith sharp corners or a flat floor. 

a‘ machine with a rotary motion-between the ' 
tool and the work. 
While inrmany cases (a satisfactorydegree of _ 

attachment can be obtainedpythe steps here; 
inabove described, I have found, that a'still high; 
er attachment or bond between-the sprayed metal‘ 
and the base is obtained by the additional steps 
hereinafter described. In accordance with ‘this 
phaseof my invention surface 20 ofvdisc 2| '(Fig. 
4) has ‘been sovtreated that ‘a great number of 

_ small grooves "have been formed therein. In 
the preferred practice these grooves are approx 
imately 11;,” ,wide and the Eupstandingteethor' 
‘ridges leftv between the grooves arefapproximately 

In depth the grooves may, for ex-Vv 
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Where the bottom of the grooving isrof rounded 
contour, moreover, there is a relative absence of 
bridging of the sprayed metal which would result 

' in cavities. , 

The foregoing description is for purposes of ii 
‘ lustration and not of limitation, and it is there- 
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fore my intention thatvthe invention be limited 
only by the appended‘ claims or their equivalents, - 
wherein I have endeavored to claim broadly all‘ 
inherent novelty. * 

I claim: ‘ r >_ ' V _ 

1. In the process of ‘forming. by_ metal spray-l 
‘ ing, an adherent ‘coating of metal on a metal 
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ample, range from ,1"? tov?'r'. The bottoms of]? 
thegrooves may have any desired'contour but 
inrr‘the preferred practice thebottoms, 2| (Fig. '7' _ 

, and Fig.8) of the grooves 18 are of roimded con- 7 
tom, while'the sides I‘! of, the grooves adjacent V 

1 the remainder of‘the original surface-are sub 
stantially normal'to surfaceloll. _,I~‘-‘lgs.:5 and 6 35 
illustrate a cylindrical shape 2! 'whichhas been . 
similarly prepared.‘ In this‘ case the grooves may 
either be formed as separate circular cuts formed, 
for example, by. the lathe tool, or, as one ‘continu 
'ous helix‘ formedby cutting‘fa spiral thread in the 

‘surface themethod of preparing such surface 
which comprises providing strolling tool having 
a plurality of circular rows‘ of metal splaying and 
peening teeth, the teeth of at least some of said 
rows being ’out of line with respect to the teeth 
of otherrows, rolling‘ such metal surface with 
such vtool to cut irregularly spaced teeth marks, 
simulating grit blasted marks, into'said surface, 
continuing the rolling of the thusly cut surface 
with such tool and cause some'of saidteeth to 
mesh with‘ previously cut teeth marks and other 
‘teeth to splay and peen out of mesh with previ 
ously cut teeth’ marks to thereby obtain a surface 

, simulating a ‘grit-iblasted surface. 

surface of. the cylindrical shape. Since in either . 
‘ case the resultgis to forms large number of’... 

. grooves ‘in the surface though in the latter cases I ._ the grooves maybe the parts of one continuous ' 

spiral, this construction may be hereinafter re 
‘ ferred to as “forming. a number of grooves.” 
After the ‘grocvingha‘s'been formed, the remain 

2. In the process of forming, by metal spraying, 
anadherent coating of metal on a metal sur 
face, the method of preparing such surface which 
comprises providing a rolling tool having a plu 
rality of circular rows of metal splaying and 
peening teeth, theteeth of at least some of said 
'rows being out of line with respect to the teeth 
of other rows, forming a multiple number of 

V closely ‘spaced grooves in such‘ metal surface, 
der‘of the original surface is then operated upon i V 

' withthe, tool illustrated in Figs. 1,2 and 3 until " 
this remainder ofv the original surface has become 
roughenedvto such an extent that the sprayed] 

- metal will adhere; preferably, h'oweverhthe're 
mainder of the original surface has received such 
treatment by this tool that it, is'peaned over and 
proiectsoverthe original limits‘ of the grooving _ 
and this construction is‘ illustrated in Fig. 8. 
Preferably-the width'vof theoriginal surface-be 
tween grooves after peaning is_ approximately 
equal to the width of the intervening vspace. 
.When such a surface issprayed on, the sprayed 
metal builds up within the grooving to form a 

'repetitiously rolling ‘the grooved metal ,witnsuch tool- to cut irregularly spaced‘ teeth 
marks, simulating grit-blasted marks,‘into said 
surface intermediate said grooves, continuing the 

‘ rolling'of the thusly cut surface withsuch tool 
and cause ‘some'of said'teeth to mesh with pre 
viously cut teeth marks and otherteethjto splay 
and peen out of mesh with previously cut teeth 
marks to thereby obtain .a surface, intermediate I 
said grooves‘, simulatingva grit-blasted surface‘ 

' \ 3. The method in accordance with claim 2 in 
which the bottoms of the said grooves are formed 
in said base with rounded cross~section. 
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